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TEE- STOUT OS' * TJDI”JIB ’ (Part 1)

Gernsbach' s Science Tiction IHssion

Of the three American science fiction 
pulps begun before the war whose files 
cover more than a single shelf, Condor 
Stories had the most chequered, and there
fore most interesting, career. Jrom the 
time it was started by Hugo Gernsbach, after 
three years of nursing Amazing through its 
teething troubles, tc its end in 1555, it 
changed its title twice, its format throe 
times, its price four, and bore the -inpyint 
of five different publishing companies, 
(Actually the magazine had only two pub- 
lishers, the other imprints Tini onging to 
subsidiaries,)

Once, for a brief but agonising per
iod, it disappeared from the newsstands 
altogether, to bo revived and remodelled 
by tho firm which developed it into Thrill
ing "fonder Stories, long the most consist
ently popular of tho science fiction mag
azines catering for a general readership 
as well as an informed following. Always 
tho element of adventure in its stories 
was mere noticeable than the science, the 
atmosphere more important than the writing. 
At times its literary standards sank to a 
dismal low: during tho war years it pre
sented a dull round of pure hack-work whil n 
it pandered to tho most juvenile instincts, 
But by 1$48 it developed a surprising mat
urity, both in its stories and its editor
ial slant.
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It was the "old" TTondor that sponsor
ed the Science Fiction League, outcome of 
a long campaign by founder Gernsbach to 
encourage the crusading spirit of TSP fandom 
by such devices as "Science Fiction Week", 
when youthful enthusiasts sought to spread 
the gospel by sticking propaganda labels 
on walls and lamp-standards. But if it 
ever added at all to Render’ s circulation 
fandom failed to save it from the fate 
which overtook it in 1936, when distrib
ution troubles forced its suspension until 
St an dar diSagazine s acquired the title, pre
fixed it with the •Thrilling” trademark, 
and gave it a new lease of life.

The first issue of Science Wonder 
Stories appeared in June 192$, under the 
imprint of the Stellar Publishing Corpor
ation, its striking cover proclaiming it 
"A Gcmsback Publication”, its editorial 
page flaunting an imposing array of Assoc
iate Science Editors whoso function was to 
pass upon the scientific bases of its stor
ies. Gcmsback himself assumed tho role 
of Editor-in-Chief, with David Lasser as 
Literary Editor and Frank R. Paul as Art 
Director. A slogan declared "Prophetic 
Fiction is the Lfother of Scientific Fact", 
while Gemsback editorialisedon his twenty- 
years’ promotion of the movement of SF in 
America (incidentally for the first time 
calling it byits modem name, science fic
tion, not scientific fiction or scientific- 
tion) and of a circle of authors whose 
support he still retained after his loss 
of Amazing Stories. He claimed that the 
title of the magazine had been selected by 
its potential subscribers, who had been 

circularised in advance; the response had 
been "truly amazing". Its fans, he pro
nounced gravely, regarded the "tremendous 
new force with a sort of reverence"; wit
ness tho first of the prize-winninglettcrs 
ho published on "Uhat Science Fiction beans 
to ijo"B in addition to the enthusiasms of 
"The Reader Speaks".

On the face of it, the new rival to 
Amazing was not vastly different from the 
magazine which editor-publisher Gcmsback 
had loft to the tender mercies of his old 
associate Dr. T. 0’Conor Sloane. Paul’s 
unvarying artwork was conspicuous inside 
and out; size and make-up were very simil
ar, though pictures of the authors were an 
innovation. Another now idea was a science 
nows foa.turo; later camo "Science Questions 
and Answers".

Tho second issue reflected the growing 
interest in astronautics (which Edi tor 
Lasser encouraged further by writing the 
first English book on the subject, "The 
Conquest of Space", N.Y. 1931) in the shape 
of a serialised translation of "The Prob
lems of Space Flying" by the German engin
eer writing as Captain Hermann Noordung. 
(July-Sept. I929)

In fact, from tho standpoint of tho 
experienced SF reader, Science Wonder’s 
stories wore at first hardly more interest
ing than its non-fiction content, in spite 
of tho infiltration of several of Amazing’s 
favorite contributors. But such tales as 
Jack uilliamson’s "The Alien Intelligence" 
(July-Aug. I929; reprinted Captain Future 
Spring-Fall 1942), David H. Koller’s "Tho 
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HunanTermites" (Sept.-Nov. 1929; reprinted 
Captain Future Hinter-Fall 1J4C) and D. D. 
Sharp’s "The Eternal Lan” (Aug. 1929; re
printed Startling Jan. 1939» bonder Annual 
1950) linger in the .memories of those 
who "belong to a generation core concerned, 
then, with the quantity than the quality 
of the reading available to them. Their 
powers of discrimination were not so dull, 
though, that they did not find sonicthing 
lacking in the untutored efforts of some of 
tho new writers Gornsback introduced, most
ly through the pages of Air “endor Stories, 
tho companion publication ho launched in 
July.

Through this ho hoped to attract to 
science fiction tho i’uicnsc air-uindod 
following of the aviation story magazines, 
by applying the same technique of extra
polation to thoir tales of aeronautical 
adventure in tho manner of Victor NacCluro’s 
"Tho Ark of tho Covenant" (July-Oct. 1929) 
and George Allan England* s "The Flying 
Legion" (Jan.-April 193-) which classics 
he reprinted. But if these arid a few new 
efforts by old hands like Edmond Hamilton, 
aided by Paul’s illustrations, made the 
magazine reasonably interesting, the ven
ture succeeded only in so far as it catered 
for the voracious SB lover, in deference 
towhom the imaginative scope of the stories 
was enlarged to embrace interplanetary 
travel. It also provided an opening for 
several promising now authors (6ogo Noil 
R. Jones, Leslie Fo Stone, Henrik Dahl 
Juvo, Lloyd Arthur Eshbach), who graduated 
to Science Hondor and enlarged on their 
success when, almost inevitably, the two 

magazines wore combined to form Bonder 
Stories in June 1930.

Prior to the fusion, Gornsback height
ened his reputation for fostering new writ
ers by organising cover story contests in 
both magazines, on the lines of that which 
had discovered frosh talent for Amazing 
not long since. As before, Paul did a 
brace of intriguing covers apropos of no
thing in particular, around which tyro 
authors were invited to write short stories. 
As a. consequence Charles R. Tanner, J. Har
vey Haggard and P. Schuyler hillcr, among 
others, made their debut in tho field; while 
Raymond Z, Gallun, Ed Earl Hopp and Raymond 
A< Palmer, who were to become firmly en
trenched in duo course, insinuated them
selves without winning any prizes.

Another abortive attempt to extend 
the foolers of SB into another field was 
made through tho loss stylised pages of 
Scientific Detective Monthly. Specialising 
in crime thrillers with a scanty background 
of science, it had as its Editorial Cornr.-i 
sionor Arthur B. Reeve, author of the Craig 
Kennedy stories, which it featured promin
ently, with several by Edwin Balmer and 7. 
B. LhHarg previously presented in Amazing. 
Dr. Koller weighed in with his detective 
Taino of San Francisco, and such practised 
SF writers as R. F. Starzl, Ralph Niino 
Farley and Ctis Adelbert Kline, augmented 
by newcomers Jonos, Eshbach and Repp, did 
their best to give tho magazine a scionti- 
fictional flavor. But in spite of vanish
ing criminals, safe-cracking robots, lie- 
detectors and an essay by Clark Ashton
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Smith into "Ilurder in the Fourth Dimension" 
(Oct. l$30), Amazing Detective Tales, as 
it ■became with its sixthissue, faded after 
four more into science fiction’s limbo of 
almost-forgotten things, leaving readers’ 
demands for interplanetary crooks unsatis
fied pro ten.

Science bonder Quarterly continued 
handsomely, however, to supplement the 
monthly "Conder, with an appropriate adjust
ment of title after three issues, In dis
carding the ’’Science*’, Gernsbach explained 
to readers of the new Wonder that the word 
hadgiven to the uninitiated the impression 
that it was "a sort of scientific period
ical” rather than a. fict5.cn magazine, thus 
hindering its mission as the organ of SFO 
Said the Scienceers, an earnest group of 
the initiated, sending congratulations on 
Wonder’s first anniversary: "The nmiasinr 
has our hearty approbation," Seldom again 
was the oft-repeated argument about ident
ifying science fiction as science fiction 
to be so amicably settled.

To hands that have become accustomed 
to the slim, pocket-sized magazines of this 
ora, the bulky, 144-pegc “on dor Stories 
Quarterly of thirty years ago seems dis
tinctly Brobdingnagian. To the fans of 
those days it was something you could 
really got your teeth into. Appearing con
currently with an equally massive Amazing 
Quarterly, it wont to supplement tho reg
ular diet of science fiction provided by 
the rival monthly publications with a per
iodical feast of roading which was often 
more satisfying, both to tho appetite and

Kotos and Comment 60o^l 

to tho discriminative sense. Tho 1'ovol- 
longth stories it presented all in a lump 
instead of in the irritating serial form, 
its plentiful illustrations and tight- 
packed columns, all contributed to its de
licious meaty aspect; and if tho faro prov
ed a little too lumpy at times, it was 
mostly digested quite happily, The only 
drawback to the heavy-weight, solid-bound 
issues was the necessity of clamping them 
firmly down to a board in order to cope 
with them comfortably, especially if you 
liked to read in bod.

Skc_Rise_of_thc_Intcrplanotary_Story

Resplendent with a gilded cover, Sci
ence Wonder Quarterly started off by fea
turing a translation of Otto Willi torii ».g 
"The Shot into Infinity” (Fall 1923; re
printed Science Fiction Quarterly Winter 
1941); its sequel, "The Stone from the 
moon", followed in tho Spring 1330 issue. 
These somewhat heavy but then quite fascin
ating tales were inspired by the astronaut- 
ical ambitions of the German rocketeers, 
of whose Society for Space Travel one Willy 
Loy duly wrote in a letter to "Tho Reader 
Speaks"; he proposed to give his follow 
members a talk on science fiction, as a 
change from the technical disscrta.tions of 
Professor Obcrth,,, at that time, astro
nautics and science fiction made progress 
together.

In the same correspondence columns, 
Associate Editor C. Po mason was informing 
Wonder readers of the formation of the Am
erican Interplanetary Society, of which
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etary Plot Contest was organised.
Managing Editor DavidLasser and contribut
ors Laurence Hanning, Fletcher Pratt and 
Go Eduard Pendray were other prime movers. 
(Later two more SF writers, Hathan Schach- 
ner and Dro William Lemldn, became the So
ciety's Secretary and Librarian.)

As Gawain Edwards, bearded Vice-Pres
ident Pendray had amused himself writing 
"A Rescue from Jupiter" (Feb.-'ich. 1932) 
for the monthly Science Wonder; it, too, 
had a sequel, "The Return from Jupiter" 
(Hch.-Apr. 1931). It was Hanning who, aft
er collaborating with Pratt on "Tho City 
of the Living Pead" (Hay 1930; reprinted 
Startling July 1940)» wrote those clas
sic interplanetary pieces, "The Voyage of 
the Asteroid" (Summer 1932) and "The Wreck 
of the Asteroid" (Doc. 1932 - Feb. 1933)» 
followed by the "Han who Awoke" series and 
tho popular Stranger Club stories. Pratt, 
an earlier collaborator with Irvin Lester 
on "The Reign of the Rayir( June-July I929), 
uh-i n h played with the idea of a war 
against tho USSR in tho ’thirties, distin
guished himself with "Tho Onslaught from 
Rigcl" (“inter 1932; reprinted Wonder 
Story Annual 1950); by which time the de
mand for "interplanctarian1’ stories had 
become so marked that Quarterly issues con
sisted of little else, and were labelled 
to advertise the fact.

Ro H. Romans’ "The Hoon Conquerors" 
(“inter 1930; reprinted Science Fiction 
Quarterly Summer 1940; PB 1944» London) and 
"The “ar of the Planets" (Summer 19 30) were 
among the first full-length stories to set 
this trend, to further which an Interplan-

Ry offering prizes to readers whom he 
could not induce to try their strength as 
authors, Gcrnsback persuaded then at least 
to part with their ideas for such stories 
so that his established contributors night 
put them to good use when they were stuck 
for a plot. Such fertile writers as Ray 
Cummings, Clark Ashton Smith, R. F. Starzl 
and Jack Uilliamson were not above accept
ing assistance from fans who proved capable 
of constructive thoughts along these lines 
as woll as the withering criticisms that 
inspired the competition.

Discounting those relying on "a war 
between two planets, with n lot of rays 
and bloodshed", which were discouraged in 
favor of "now points of view on interplan
etary exploration", tho editors found an 
originality and freshness in man;’- readers’ 
ideas "often unmatched by the best of our 
authors."

Among those who managed to maintain 
their reputations unaided in the Quarterly, 
Stanton A, Coblentz with "Into Plutonian 
Depths" (Spring 1931; 195C, n.T.) and 
John Scott Campbell with "Reyond Pluto" 
(Summer 1932; reprinted Fantastic Story 
Fall 1951) ^ere fairly conspicuous. Hore 
so was Australian mystery writer J. H. 
walsh, whose tale of intrigue and adventure 
in space, "Vandals of the Void" (Sumner 
1931; reprinted Fantastic Story Spr. 1951) 
saw booh publication in England that year, 
though "The Vanguard to Neptune" (Spring 
1932; “onder Story Annual 1952) was not so 
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fortunate, appearing only as a pocketbook 
as late as 1552= (Both were published in 
French in the s50sa)

The final issue (Vinter 1533) divided 
the honours between German Ludwig Anton’s 
' Interplanetary Bridges” and "Exiles on 
Asperus" by Britain’s John Beynon Harris 
(now John Wyndham) , who was still to con
tribute further" to the monthly in which he 
had made his appearance in Lay 1531 with 
"Worlds to Barter”,

Other British writers in the Bonder 
magazines at this time were George 3O 
Beattie and Benson Herbert, Festus Brag- 
nell was another English reader who was to 
turn bontributor before long.

Aided by expert CB A, Brandt, who had 
rejoined him as Literary Editor, Gernsbach 
continued eagerly to implement his uolicy 
of presenting the work of European writers, 
holding out to his readers the promise of 
several interplanetary novels he had se
cured on a trip to England, France and. 
Germany in 1532c

The Teutonic school was well estab
lished already., Early in the career of 
the Quarterly it had featured the slow- 
moving stories of Otfrid von Hanstein, 
"Electropolis” (Summer 153-) a^d “Between 
Earth and Loon11' (Fall 153-) » later, three 
more were serialised in the monthly, Bruno 
Go Burgel’s 'The Cosmic Cloud” (Fall I53I) 
weis another German product.. ”A Daring Trip 
to liars” by Lax Valier, rocketry’s first 
martyr, appeared posthumously in July 1531, 

In due course the monthly reflected the 
French influence with 3, So Held’s “The 
Death of Iron” (Septp~Nov„ 1532; Vender 
Story Annual 1552) and Eugene Thebault’s 
“The Radio Terror” (June-Oct, 1533)» If 
all this foreign infiltration was frowned 
upon by the now considerable host of Amer
ican SF writers, they did not demur. After 
all, SB was truly international, as the 
letter columns testified, and at least it 
kept the translators busyo

In his constant design to organise Hi s 
readers as propagandists for his stock-in- 
trade, Gemsback offered 500 dollars in 
prizes for letters on "What I have done to 
spread science fiction”, which he published 
in the Quarterly., “The editors foci they 
have a great mission”, he wrote earnestly, 
"But it is impossible for us to succeed, co 
unless our readers preach tho gospel of 
science fiction, Tho select group of read
ers which now exists is a marvellous nu
cleus fora far greatermassuooyet to como0” 
Ho suggested talking to club mootings, 
writing letters to tho papers, and soiling 
magazine subscriptions to relatives; though 
carefully ho emphasised that "this is not 
a subscription contest.. Cur purpose is 
only to convert others to tho cause of 
science fiction,”

In Science Wonder, ho harped on tho 
"Science Fiction Deck” which was specially 
set aside for an intensification of t Ms 
campaign to confer "immense benefit on all 
who have not yet had the pleasure and pro
fit that comes from close acquaintance 
with science fiction,” Supporters were to
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publicise "the existence and power of this
60.37

groat educations! force.. .in several inter
esting ways which [would] bring thorn into 
the public eye and mark them as pioneers 
of science fiction." Ono of those wc.b • to 
blaze a trail of sticky posters (available 
to all who cared to write in for then) on 
shop windows, news-st ands, telegraph poles, 
and other sites suitably eye-catching. 
Thus science fiction, by degrees, was bound 
to swoop tho world.

Por attesting to his own efforts in 
this direction, a prize went to Raynond A. 
Palmer, who had developed the Science Cor
respondence Club; but "it is in the pro

sad cormentary on mor general level of 
tasto or intelligence that, despite the 
growing popularity of science fiction, the 
appetite of the American magazine reading 
public still inclines to ~ild Fest bronco
busting stories rad sex thrillers... The 
editors have never believed so firmly as 
they do now that science fiction will one 
day sweep the country. But until that day 
comes, there is tho steady winning of now 
converts by those we now have. So we go 
on year after year, building substantially 
the great army of science fiction fans..."

duction of more accurate and better s-f 
that I am now greatly interested." Ho had
started a scientific library which authors
concerned with the accuracy of their work

— Thomas Sheridan

■.night consult, and established contacts
giving rise to collaboration. It was tho 
same Palmer who fourteen years later as 
editor of Amazing Stories was to sponsor 
the Shaver iiystery.

Another prizewinner was Ralph Imine 
Parley, who claimed that by writing and 
publishing newspaper articles on the field 
he had "furnished more ammunition than any 
fan." In due course Gemsback announced 
that the contest had been an unqualified 
success and, together with tho Heck, had 
given S31 greater impetus than it had ever 
received before. 3ut he was not entirely 
satisfied.

"There is no doubt but that the .gen
eral public is still unaware of this new
est of all forces in literature.. .it is a.

(to be continued)
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In the FSS Library;

THE HOPEH'S LAEUSORIPT
by Sherriff

The noon is discovered to be logging 
behind its eclipse schedule, with the ob
vious conclusion that it is slowing down 
and will fall upon the earth. It does 
fall in seven months, and the daily life of 
the leading character (a prize chicken 
breeder) during that period is given in ex
cruciating detail. Throughout the book he 
is much more interested in his own small 
affairs than in the tremendous drama of 
catastrophe taking plane around him. But 
the catastrophe is described, in harrowing- 
ly graphic detail.

Mankind survives (though I doubt such 
survival from an actual collision) and be
gins a slow build-up from scratch to a liv
able civilisation on the reins. But the 
debris of the shattered moon is found to 
contain valuable mineral resources. The 
usual political blundering and universal 
greed bring about wholesale war and de
struction. Our hero is left to starve. 
Apparently man can survive anything but 
his own folly.

IAST AID FIRST 1ST 
by Claf Staplcdon*

For a long view of the earth, its 
meaning, and its future carried into the 
infinite reaches of time- try RLast and 
First Lien". Starting at tho present, wo 
journey rapidly with Mankind along tho fu
tile course of racial emergence, develop
ment and tho inevitable decline. First Lan 
(ourselves) falls and is succeeded by Sec
ond Lan, et seq.

In each ca.so, man contends with his 
own technology, masters it, and then goes 
down to eventual defeat through his own 
emotional and intellectual weakness., The 
moon falls (one chapter here) and you fol
low the various mutations of tho human (?) 
race in weary and desperate pilgrimages 
from one alien planet to another, through 
ages of adjustment to environments, from 
triumph to catastropihe—and each time tho 
philosophical implications of tho experi
ment arootcho^Lwith acid clarity. Tho book 
ends as it began, with the communication 
from a doomed Last Lian to tho currently 
doomed First han by means of some unex
plored corridor of time.

■— Stanley Hull on — Stanley liullon

Published 1939 (Gollancz, London; Macmil
lan, Ryerson, Totonto) 1940 (Gol
lancz) ±958 as "Tho Cataclysm" (Pan PB, 
London) Serialised, c.g. Women’s Weekly, 
Sydney, 2-9 June 1954.

Published 1930 (Hbthuon, London) I93I 
(Mothuon; H. Smith, N.T.) 1932, 1934 
(Hothuon) 1937 (Pelican PB) I953 (S„ 7. 
Book Club, London) In collection "To tho 
End of Time" (Funk d Fhgnalls, I»OT. 1953)
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THE ZIiAEES
"by Olaf Staplodon

Tho approximate 30.000 word length of 
Dr. Sta.pledon’s last story scarcely war
rents his publishers’ description of it as 
a novel unless they wore using tho word in 
an older sense. As one would expect, there 
is novelty in it, but it is a novelty more 
of detail than of form or content.

Tho concept of vital and sentient 
flames as symbols of spirit is about as 
old as sun worship. The attempt to com
promise between spiritualitj’- and practical 
cunning is even older? nor is there a great 
deal of originality in the reflection that 
man* s obtuseness and pettiness has him 
headed for his own destruction. Even the 
ingenuities of concept by which the sent
ient flames originating in the sun may bo 
resuscitated in tho high temperatures at
tainable through atomic fission, and thus, 
if mon arc willing, spread tho bonison of 
their spirituality so that a state of 
psycho-scientific symbiosis will develop, 
can scarcely disguise that the story is a 
simple restatement of the view that homo 
still shows little prospect of becoming 
sapiens.

"The story”, soy the publishers, "may 
be taken as symbolising some of tho con
temporary human problems." It may — and 
perpetual ones, too. It also indicates a 
lino of contemporary pessimism. It doos 
not see man taking voluntarily any way out 
of his present iw.33co But though it 
does not share the dejection of spirit 

which darkened Uelis’ final observations 
on our self-destructive career, there 
seems little difference of expectation be
tween tho two authors concerning the fate 
of this civilisation.

Their main dissimilarity lies in scale 
of view. The spirituality with which 
Holls was concerned was limited and almost 
measurable. It is implicit in his works 
that ho considered man, with no very great 
modifications, to be evolution’s last word; 
failure, therefore, must moan utter defeat 
—- the end. Nor Dr. Staplodon, however, 
spirit — life in evolution — is more im
portant than such tomporary manifestations 
of it as mankind. Hore it not for that, he 
too might be oppressed to the same unhappy 
sense of futility at the prospect of the 
unregencrato homo astutus blundering clos
er tc the end of his tether.

— John Bcynon

Published 1947 (Seeker & Harburg, London) 
in collections "To the End of Time" (Junk 
& Ungnalls, N.H., 1953» "Uorlds ofConder" 
(Jnntasy Pub. Co., Los Angelos, 1949)

THE CCS'SC GEOIDS AND OBE OTHER 
by John Taino

Billions of years ago, faced with tho 
destruction of their cosmos, the dawn race 
of Eos wrote? "Ueknow that Eos must vanish 
1 ike a droom, and that all our substance 
must become loss than a dream. But we 
shall survive. Cur life, our intelligence, 
shall outlast our oxtin’etidn by ages.
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These records which we have sealed up in 
hundreds of millions of shells resistant 
to all destructive agencies excent directly 
applied nuclear disintegration, will be 
scntteredbroadcast throughout tho universe 
with the annihilation of our planet. For 
nearly the whole five mill ion years of our 
Decline wo have labored to compile and 
safeguard in those records. „. all the sci
ence of our race, now about to vanish from 
the universe.. o K

In this book John Taino records that 
the first of those "mnnr<-made meteors — 
spherical repositories of pre-human, extra.- 
galactic history and wisdom —- was found 
on Earth in 1875<> ^e story opens in the
22nd Century, by which another forty-three 
of the geoids have been discovered and 
their contents partly deciphered by members 
of tho Alliance of "arid Scientists. Tho 
world is in a bad way JOO ■'ears hence. Tho 
Seventh Ncrld 7ar is in progress, and by 
the end of the story Earth’s total popul
ation has boon reduced to a, mere twelve 
million, and science has boon scrapped. 
Lian has turned his eyes from tho stars, 
and with a clouded mind’s eye looks to the 
star-gazers — astrologists — instead.

The Eos of this book has nothing to 
do with the Eos of Taino’s "The Timo 
Stream”, incidentally. The author con
sidered it his best work, but I doubt if 
many of his admirers will agree with him. 
It is scarcely a story? ra.thcr, we have a 
sort of combination of S!Deo.th into Life”' 
and '‘Star linker”, and tho style strongly 
suggests 3 topicdon. Yet I cannot enthus
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iastically recommend it, except to those 
who can’t get enough Staplodon.

I missed tho crackle of character 
conflicts so ongrossingly developed in 
"Quayle’s Invention” and “Tho Iron Star", 
though I must give Taino credit for his 
invention of a set of Stapledonian intel
ligences — the Controllers of Life, the 
Fully Living, the Living Dead and tho 
Hopeful monsters.

Since there is no description in tho 
story of tho Eosians whom he elected to 
depict on the jacket and twice in the in
terior illustrations, Lou Goldstone can 
onlj’- bo praised for his highly imaginative 
concept of those alien beings.

At least, I learned from this book 
what I am —- a descendent of the Eosian 
Renegades. For they felt that life was but 
a torment to its possessors of intellig
ence, and that a nihilistic acceptance of 
planetar;- extinction was the only humane 
solution for "humanity", with which rare 
streak of sanity I heartily concur.

As for "The Black Goldfish”, which 
fills out the last 77 pogos of the book, 
it doos littlemore than that. Its science 
is slim, its plot and style second-rate. 
Its original, title was "Vitamines Alpha 
and Omega.": the spelling of vitamins will 
give you on idea, of when it was written.

— Forrest J. Ackerman

Published 1$43 (Fantasy Publishing Company, 
Los Angeles)
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30GJE Q.vZEh
by L. Sprnguo do Corp

This volume is a wonderful example of 
science fiction not having to depend on 
pulp magazine sale to cam tho writer a 
living. It is doubtful if any magazine, 
Galaxy included, wouldhavo published this, 
for it is a novel of sox: not pornography, 
but sox as handled from v. sciontifictional 
viewpoint. Do Camp has sot up a. world in 
which people operate a, form of government 
similar to boos. Thore arc several solf- 
containod. city-states (or hives) populated 
by neuter males and females nho are the 
laborers and soldiery, a selected group of 
functioning males who hove but one func
tion, and finally the queen herself who 
maintains the status quo as regords a 
healthy and stable population.

Into this situation cones a survey 
ship from Earth, containing among others 
in tho crow a pair of lovers, who carry on 
in Earthly fashion to tho astonishment and 
eventual enlightenment of a rebel girl who 
stole amalo and deserted her city. Against 
a background of inter-city warfare, do Camp 
spins a. delightful comedy in following tho 
awakening of tho neuter—female rebel. Ono 
of this author’s very best works, and 
highly recommended.

— Dilson Tucker

Published 1951 (Doubleday, K.l’.) 1952 
(Doll FB, N.Y.) 1954 (Pinnacle P2, London 
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